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Egypt!
You still can’t believe you won first prize in the essay

contest. Here you are with the sand under your feet and
the dry desert wind in your hair. It seems like a dream to
be going on a dig this huge. And with someone as
famous as the brilliant archaeologist Professor Emil
Snackport! You’re one of only six students from around
the world selected for this honor.

“Come along, right this way,” the guide says. “No push-
ing. Single-file line.”

You peek around two big kids chatting in German.
There it is! Huge and dark against the starry night sky—
Pyramid X! It was only recently uncovered and it’s sup-
posed to be unlike any of the other great pyramids in
Egypt. It hasn’t even been fully explored yet. Who knows
what kinds of secrets and mysteries it might hold?

Go on to the next page.
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Professor Snackport heads for
Pyramid X. You and the other
kids follow him . . .

. . . and soon you see a
dark, creepy doorway right
at ground level.

“You’re some of the
luckiest children on

Earth!” Professor
Snackport says. “There are

so many rumors about this
pyramid! Some say it’s the

home of ruthless, evil crea-
tures. Or that strange wizards

built it with ancient magic. Some
even say that the hieroglyphs inside

are magical themselves!”
He looks around at the group, eager and excited. 

“I guess we’ll find out soon, won’t we, children?”
Professor Snackport ducks inside.
You and the other students have no choice but to fol-

low the professor . . .
. . . into a long, stone hallway. Everyone else is ahead of

you. But off to your left, you see a small, dark, mysterious
passageway. What could be down there . . . ?

Go on to the next page.
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You are here to learn . . . 

but you also want some adventure! 

Will you . . .

. . . leave the group and duckdown the side passageway? Turn to page 18.

. . . follow the professor and the

other students? 

Turn to page 54.
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